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Contact Us: 

 Email: Hodlgold1@gmail.com 

 Website: Hodl-Gold.com 

 Trade: Hodl-Gold.finance 

 Twitter: HodlGold Cryptocurrency | the Defi Bitcoin (@hodl_gold) / Twitter 

 Reddit: HODL_GOLD (reddit.com) 

 Telegram: Telegram: Join Group Chat 
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Use Case: 

 
 

Hodl Gold is the native currency to the Hodl Gold Defi exchange. Its primary purpose is to 

act as a store of value. By being locked in liquidity pools. It will tether other assets to its value, 

thus indicating and fulfilling its purpose as a store of value. The more Hodl Gold is retained, the 

more its rarity becomes, thus driving up value. 

 

The Need: 

 

Most Defi exchanges now a days have blocks that create tokens on an extremely frequent basis. 

This leads to a never-ending supply and a diluted marketcap. Having new tokens created daily 

creates a fluctuating marketcap that never truly reflects the derived value of the native token on 

the exchange. Hodl Gold has a FIXED supply of 10,000,000 [10 million]. No more will ever be 

created, only burned. Another issue with most BSC Defi exchanges is the need for manually 

burns. 

 



Exchanges realize that having a token that is essentially a never ending supply can drive away 

users, and provide skepticism to its value. This leads them to do manually burns frequently in 

trying to keep the supply low, and the demand up. We strive to fix this problem by imbedding 

are native asset (Hodl Gold) with a deployed burn code that automatically does this. 

 

 
Burn Code 

 

With the burn code functioned into Hodl Gold, there is no manual burning. WE DO NOT HAVE 

CONTROL of newly created tokens to burn. [Burn code has been audited and validated by the 

Sub-Code Company – reference audit report] 

 

o There are no new tokens [fixed supply] 

 

o Implemented a Burn Code into the token 

 

Why Now: 

 

Most people love Defi exchanges since it gives them the freedom to be their own bank. They put 

their faith in that exchange in hoping their native asset goes up in value. Then the other half of 

traders decide to stick to centralized trading since their uncomfortable with an exchange having 

the power to create new tokens and burn when necessary. 

 

We took the centralization out of the equation with a fixed supply and auto burn rate 

 

 

 

Hodl Gold Initial Features: 



Users will primarily be able to trade BSC enabled tokens at launch [Possible implementation of 

ERC20 Bridge is being considered] 

 
 

By Locking Tokens in vaults (Farms) you will be able to stake your coins and earn rewards 

 

Upcoming Features 2022: 

 

Lottery: Played once a day with a 5-number system. Each ticket will be paid with Hodl Gold 

and once ticket is purchased, you will be automatically given 5 numbers. 

 

NFT Marketplace: Integrate exchange with a BSC enabled marketplace. Create and Sell NFTs 

 

Gaming: Wager Hodl Gold and play against opponents 

Profiles and Chats: TBD 

 

 

 

 

 



Tokenomics 

Contract: https://bscscan.com/token/0xea564d680ba873c982c359ee9f8b948b27bc112b 

 

Token Type: BEP20 

 

Ticker: HDLG 

 

Chain: Binance Smart Chain 

 

Overall Supply: 10,000,000 [Ten Million] 

 

Initial Supply at Launch: 10,000,000 [Ten Million] 

 

Burn Function: 3% on each trade gets burnt and reduces the overall supply 

 

Ex: 100 HDLG is traded - the burnt amount is 3 leaving the trade value at 97 

 

Distribution 

 

• 500,000 - Developers [Locked for 6 months] 

 

• 500,000 - Partnerships 

 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xea564d680ba873c982c359ee9f8b948b27bc112b


• 3,000,000 - IDO / ICO / IFO [Applications Pending] 

 

• Profits retained from IDO / ICO / IFO will be allocated as such: 

 

o 20% - Marketing 

 

o 50% - Staffing [ 2 full time Security Engineers and 2 full time Developers] 

 

o 10% - Audits [ex: Certik quote was received for an initial audit of 12,000] 

 

o 20% - Liquidity [Locked for 2 years] 

 

 

• 2,000,000 - Pancakeswap [Locked for 2 years] 

 

• 500,000 - Future Marketing pushed [Locked for 2 years] 

 

• 500,000 - GooseDefi [Locked for 2 years] 

 

• 1,000,000 - Apeswap [Locked for 2 years] 

 

• 500,000 - Airdrops 

 



• 1,500,000 - Adding Liquidity to other Projects 


